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Archaeology And Ethnohistory Of Iximche
Because the archaeology of West Mexico has received little attention from researchers, large segments of the region’s prehistoric ceramic sequences have long
remained incomplete. This book goes far toward filling that gap by analyzing a collection of potsherds excavated in the 1960s and housed since then, though
heretofore unanalyzed, at UCLA. The authors employ the rarely used statistical technique known as correspondence analysis to sequence the Long-Glassow
collection of artifacts. The book explains how correspondence analysis works and how it can be applied in archaeology. In addition to describing the archaeological
sites in north central Jalisco where the collection comes from, the authors provide an ethnohistorical overview including information on the earliest Spanish
explorers to reach the sites. They sequence more than seventy ceramic types and derive a master sequence from more than ten thousand potsherds. In addition to
Mesoamerican archaeologists, the audience will also include other archaeologists concerned with ceramic analysis or the application of statistics to archaeology.
Archaeological evidence - i.e. presence of exogenous, foreign material objects (pottery, obsidian and so on) - is used to make inferences on ancient trade, while
population movement can only be assessed when the biological component of an ancient community is analyzed (i.e. the human skeletal remains). But the exchange
of goods or the presence of foreign architectural patterns does not necessarily imply genetic admixture between groups, while at the same time humans can migrate
for reasons that may not be related only to trading. The Prehispanic Maya were a complex, highly stratified society. During the Classic period, city-states governed
over large regions, establishing complex ties of alliance and commerce with the region’s minor centers and their allies, against other city-states within and outside
the Maya realm. The fall of the political system during the Classic period (the Maya collapse) led to hypothetical invasions of leading groups from the Gulf of Mexico
into the northern Maya lowland at the onset of the Postclassic. However, it is still unclear whether this collapse was already underway when this movement of people
started. The whole picture of population dynamics in Maya Prehispanic times, during the Classic and the Postclassic, can slowly emerge only when all the pieces of
the puzzle are put together in a holistic and multidisciplinary fashion. The contributions of this volume bring together contributions from archaeology, archaeometry,
paleodemography and bioarchaeology. They provide an initial account of the dynamic qualities behind large–scale ancient population dynamics, and at the same
time represent novel multidisciplinary points of departure towards an integrated reconstruction and understanding of Prehispanic population dynamics in the Maya
region.
This volume reprints 20 chapters from the editors’ comprehensive Histories of Maize (2006) that are relevant to Mesoamerican specialists and students. New findings
and interpretations from the past three years have been included. Histories of Maize is the most comprehensive reference source on the botanical, genetic,
archaeological, and anthropological aspects of ancient maize published. Included in this abridged volume are new introductory and concluding chapters and
updated material on isotopic research. State of the art research on maize chronology, molecular biology, and stable carbon isotope research on ancient human diets
have provided additional lines of evidence on the changing role of maize through time and space and its spread throughout the Americas. The multidisciplinary
evidence from the social and biological sciences presented in this volume have generated a much more complex picture of the economic, political, and religious
significance of maize.
This study re-examines and contextualises Eduard Seler's investigations in the Chaculá-Region, Guatemala. A new study of the Ethnological Museum Berlin's
materials from the region, including previously undocumented ceramics, reveals a chronology suggesting that the major settlements were occupied from the Late
Classic to the Early Postclassic.
Choice
New Perspectives on Human Sacrifice and Ritual Body Treatments in Ancient Maya Society
Studies of Ancient Skeletons
American Book Publishing Record
Archaeology and Bioarchaeology of Population Movement among the Prehispanic Maya
An Encyclopedia
Guatemala emerged from the clash between Spanish invaders and Maya cultures that began five centuries ago. The conquest of these “rich and strange lands,” as Hernán
Cortés called them, and their “many different peoples” was brutal and prolonged. “Strange Lands and Different Peoples” examines the myriad ramifications of Spanish
intrusion, especially Maya resistance to it and the changes that took place in native life because of it. The studies assembled here, focusing on the first century of colonial rule
(1524–1624), discuss issues of conquest and resistance, settlement and colonization, labor and tribute, and Maya survival in the wake of Spanish invasion. The authors
reappraise the complex relationship between Spaniards and Indians, which was marked from the outset by mutual feelings of resentment and mistrust. While acknowledging
the pivotal role of native agency, the authors also document the excesses of Spanish exploitation and the devastating impact of epidemic disease. Drawing on research
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findings in Spanish and Guatemalan archives, they offer fresh insight into the Kaqchikel Maya uprising of 1524, showing that despite strategic resistance, colonization imposed
a burden on the indigenous population more onerous than previously thought. Guatemala remains a deeply divided and unjust society, a country whose current condition can
be understood only in light of the colonial experiences that forged it. Affording readers a critical perspective on how Guatemala came to be, “Strange Lands and Different
Peoples” shows the events of the past to have enduring contemporary relevance.
During the last 20 years new techniques in osteology have yielded findings on Maya diet and health that challenge the ecological model of collapse. This volume, which
includes an index bibliography of the first 150 years of Maya osteology, brings together for the first time a broad spectrum of bioarchaeologists and reveals remarkable data on
Maya genetic relationship, demographic, and diseases. Contributors: Carl Armstrong, Jane E. Buikstra , Diane Z. Chase Mark N. Cohen , Della Collins Cook, Marie Elaine
Danforth, Andres del Angel Robert E. Ferrell, John P. Gerry, Karen D. Gettelman, Lorena M. Havill, Keith P. Jacobi, Harold W. Krueger, Nora M. Lopez Olivares, Lourdes Marquez,
Virginia K. Massey, D. Andrew Merriwether, Kathleen O'Connor, K. Anne Pyburn, David M. Reed, Frank P. Saul, Julie Mather Saul, D. Gentry Steele, Rebecca Storey, Diane M.
Warren, David Webster, Christine D. White, Stephen L. Whittington, Lori E. Wright
The conquest of Guatemala was brutal, prolonged and complex, fraught with intrigue and deception, and not at all clear-cut. Yet views persist of it as an armed confrontation
whose stakes were evident and whose outcomes were decisive, especially in favor of the Spaniards. A critical reappraisal is long overdue, one that calls for us to reconsider
events and circumstances in the light of not only new evidence but also keener awareness of indigenous roles in the drama. While acknowledging the prominent role played by
Pedro de Alvarado (1485–1541), Strike Fear in the Land reexamines the conquest to give us a greater appreciation of indigenous involvement in it, and sustained opposition to
it. Authors W. George Lovell, Christopher H. Lutz, and Wendy Kramer develop a fresh perspective on Alvarado as well as the alliances forged with native groups that facilitated
Spanish objectives. The book reveals, for instance, that during the years most crucial to the conquest, Alvarado was absent from Guatemala more often than he was present; he
relied on his brother, Jorge de Alvarado, to act in his stead. A pact with the Kaqchikel Maya was also not nearly as solid or long-lived as previously thought, as Alvarado’s
erstwhile allies soon turned against the Spaniards, fomenting a prolonged rebellion. Even the story of the K’iche’ leader Tecún Umán, hailed in Guatemala as a national hero
who fronted native resistance, undergoes significant revision. Strike Fear in the Land is an arresting saga of personalities and controversies, conveying as never before the
turmoil of this pivotal period in Mesoamerican history.
The Bioarchaeology of Space and Place investigates variations in social identity among the ancient Maya by focusing on individuals and small groups identified
archaeologically by their inclusion in specific, discrete mortuary contexts or by unusual mortuary treatments. Utilizing archaeological, biological and taphonomic data from
these contexts, the studies employ a variety of methodological approaches to reconstruct aspects of individuals’ life-course and mortuary pathways. Following this, specific
mortuary behaviors are discussed in relation to their local or regional cultural setting using relevant archaeological, ethnohistoric, and/or ethnographic data in an effort to
interpret their meaning within the broader social, political and economic contexts in which they were carried out. This volume covers a number of topics that are currently being
debated in Maya archaeology, including identification and discussion of the role and extent of human sacrifice in Maya culture, the use of ancestors for maintaining political
power, the mortuary use of caves by both elites and non-elites, ethnic distinctions within urban areas and the extent of movement of people between communities. Importantly,
the papers in this volume attempt to test and move beyond static, dichotic categories that are often employed in mortuary studies in an effort to better understand the complex
ways in which the Maya conceptualized and manipulated social identity. This type of nuanced case-study approach that incorporates historical, archaeological and theoretical
contextualization is becoming increasingly important in the field of bioarchaeology, providing valuable sources of data where small, diverse samples impede populational
approaches.
Contextualización del reconocimiento arqueológico de Eduard Seler en la Región de Chaculá, Departamento de Huehuetenango, Guatemala
Fanning the Sacred Flame
Spanish, Nahua, and Maya Accounts of the Conquest Wars
The Bioarchaeology of Space and Place
The Ancient Maya
Maya Postclassic State Formation
"This book presents the long-awaited data from Guillemin's excavations at the capital of the Cakchiquel Maya. It will be an excellent resource for Maya scholars and
students."--Lori Wright, Texas A&M University Conquered by the Spanish in 1524, Iximché was the capital of the Cakchiquel Maya in Highland Guatemala. It is known to
Mesoamerican archaeologists through the work of George Guillemin, who excavated the ceremonial center of Iximché from the late 1950s through the early 1970s but produced
only summary articles on the site. This book reconstructs the history of Iximché based on analyses of ceramics and human skeletal remains, on Guillemin's original excavation
notes, drawings and photographs, and on the ethnohistorical literature. It contains the first detailed ceramic analysis for a Late Postclassic Cakchiquel site, and the
ethnohistorical sketch is the first English-language synthesis of regional Cakchiquel history. It is also the first book in 50 years to include a comprehensive analysis of Highland
Maya skeletons. Contents 1. Introduction, by C. Roger Nance, Stephen L. Whittington, and Barbara E. Borg 2. Iximché and the Cakchiquels, ca. 1450-1540: An Ethnohistorical
Sketch, by Barbara E. Borg 3. Cakchiquel Ethnohistory, an Archaeological Perspective, by C. Roger Nance 4. Iximché and Details of the Excavations, by C. Roger Nance 5.
Ceramic Variables and Attributes, by C. Roger Nance 6. Typological Descriptions and Extra-Site Relationships, by C. Roger Nance 7. Ceramic Type Distributions, by C. Roger
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Nance 8. Ceramic Attribute Analysis, by C. Roger Nance 9. Descriptions of Human Remains and Burial Structures, by Stephen L. Whittington 10. Analysis of Human Skeletal
Material Excavated by Guillemin, by Stephen L. Whittington 11. Settlement Plan and Architecture, by C. Roger Nance 12. Conclusion, by C. Roger Nance, Stephen L. Whittington,
and Barbara E. Borg Appendix A. Type Distributions by Provenience at Iximché Appendix B. Ceramic Paste Characteristics by Type Appendix C. Cranial Bones with Notable
Demographic or Paleopathological Features Appendix D. Dentitions with Notable Demographic or Paleopathological Features Appendix E. Postcranial Bones with Notable
Demographic or Paleopathological Features C. Roger Nance is a research associate at the Cotsen Institute of Archaeology at UCLA and the author of The Archaeology of La
Calsada: A Rockshelter in the Sierra Madre Oriental, Mexico. Stephen L. Whittington is director of the Museum of Anthropology and adjunct associate professor of anthropology
at Wake Forest University. He is the coeditor of Bones of the Ancient Maya: Studies of Ancient Skeletons. Barbara E. Borg is associate professor of anthropology and
archaeology at the College of Charleston and the author of several articles on the ethnohistory of the Cakchiquel Maya.
Contains scholarly evaluations of books and book chapters as well as conference papers and articles published worldwide in the field of Latin American studies. Covers social
sciences and the humanities in alternate years.
Conquest and Survival in Colonial Guatemala examines the impact of Spanish conquest and colonial rule on the Sierra de los Cuchumatanes, a frontier region of Guatemala
adjoining the country’s northwestern border with Mexico. While Spaniards penetrated and left an enduring mark on the region, the vibrant Maya culture they encountered was
not obliterated and, though subjected to considerable duress from the sixteenth century on, endures to this day. This fourth edition of George Lovell’s classic work incorporates
new data and recent research findings and emphasizes native resistance and strategic adaptation to Spanish intrusion. Drawing on four decades of archival foraging, Lovell
focuses attention on issues of land, labour, settlement, and population to unveil colonial experiences that continue to affect how Guatemala operates as a troubled modern
nation. Acclaimed by scholars across the humanities and social sciences, Conquest and Survival in Colonial Guatemala remains a seminal account of the impact of Spanish
colonialism in the Americas and a landmark contribution to Mesoamerican studies.
John Fox here offers a fresh and persuasive view of the crucial Classic-Postclassic transition that determined the shape of the later Maya state. Drawing this data from
ethnographic analogy and native chronicles as well as archaeology, he identifies segmentary lineage organisation as the key to understanding both the political organisation and
the long-distance migrations observed among the Quiche Maya of Guatemala and Mexico. The first part of the book traces the origins of the Quiche, Itza and Xiu to the homeland
on the Mexican Gulf coast where they acquired their potent Toltec mythology and identifies early segmentary lineages that developed as a result of social forces in the frontier
zone. Dr Fox then matches the known anthropological characteristics of segmentary lineages against the Mayan kinship relationships described in documents and deduced from
the spatial patterning within Quiche towns and cities. His conclusion, that the inherently fissile nature of segmentary lineages caused the leapfrogging migrations of up to 500km
observed amongst the Maya, offers a convincing solution to a problem that has long puzzled scholars.
Perspectives at the Millennium
War and Society in Ancient Mesoamerica
Alternative Pathways to Complexity
Pedro de Alvarado and the Conquest of Guatemala, 1520–1541
Domingo de Vico, K’iche’ Maya Intellectuals, and the Theologia Indorum
Archaeologies of Art

This book takes a surprising look at the hidden world of broccoli, connecting American consumers concerned about their health and diet with Maya farmers
concerned about holding onto their land and making a living. Compelling life stories and rich descriptions from ethnographic fieldwork among supermarket
shoppers in Nashville, Tennessee and Maya farmers in highland Guatemala bring the commodity chain of this seemingly mundane product to life. For affluent
Americans, broccoli fits into everyday concerns about eating right, being healthy, staying in shape, and valuing natural foods. For Maya farmers, this new export
crop provides an opportunity to make a little extra money in difficult, often risky circumstances. Unbeknownst to each other, the American consumer and the
Maya farmer are bound together in webs of desire and material production.
Fanning the Sacred Flame: Mesoamerican Studies in Honor of H. B. Nicholson contains twenty-two original papers in tribute to H. B. "Nick" Nicholson, a pioneer
of Mesoamerican research. His intellectual legacy is recognized by Mesoamerican archaeologists, art historians, ethnohistorians, and ethnographers--students,
colleagues, and friends who derived inspiration and encouragement from him throughout their own careers. Each chapter, which presents original research
inspired by Nicholson, pays tribute to the teacher, writer, lecturer, friend, and mentor who became a legend within his own lifetime. Covering all of Mesoamerica
across all time periods, contributors include Patricia R. Anawalt, Alfredo López Austin, Anthony Aveni, Robert M. Carmack, David C. Grove, Richard D. Hansen,
Leonardo López Luján, Kevin Terraciano, and more. Eloise Quiñones Keber provides a thorough biographical sketch, detailing Nicholson's academic and
professional journey. Publication supported, in part, by The Patterson Foundation and several private donors.
The invasions of Guatemala -- Pedro de Alvarado's letters to Hernando Cortes, 1524 -- Other Spanish accounts -- Nahua accounts -- Maya accounts
Archaeology and Ethnohistory of Iximché
Conquest and Survival in Colonial Guatemala, Fourth Edition
Mortuary Landscapes of the Classic Maya
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Segmentary Lineage Migration in Advancing Frontiers
Strike Fear in the Land
Mesoamerican Studies in Honor of H. B. Nicholson
The Oxford Handbook of Mesoamerican Archaeology
In Rewriting Maya Religion Garry Sparks examines the earliest religious documents composed by missionaries and native authors in the Americas, including a reconstruction of the first original, explicit Christian theology
written in the Americas—the nearly 900-page Theologia Indorum (Theology for [or of] the Indians), initially written in Mayan languages by Friar Domingo de Vico by 1554. Sparks traces how the first Dominican missionaries to
the Maya repurposed native religious ideas, myths, and rhetoric in their efforts to translate a Christianity and how, in this wake, K’iche’ Maya elites began to write their own religious texts, like the Popol Vuh. This ethnohistory
of religion critically reexamines the role and value of indigenous authority during the early decades of first contact between a Native American people and Christian missionaries. Centered on the specific work of Dominicans
among the Highland Maya of Guatemala in the decades prior to the arrival of the Catholic Reformation in the late sixteenth century, the book focuses on the various understandings of religious analyses—Hispano-Catholic and
Maya—and their strategic exchanges, reconfigurations, and resistance through competing efforts of religious translation. Sparks historically contextualizes Vico’s theological treatise within both the wider set of early literature in
K’iche’an languages and the intellectual shifts between late medieval thought and early modernity, especially the competing theories of language, ethnography, and semiotics in the humanism of Spain and Mesoamerica at the
time. Thorough and original, Rewriting Maya Religion serves as an ethnohistorical frame for continued studies on Highland Maya religious symbols, discourse, practices, and logic dating back to the earliest documented
evidence. It will be of great significance to scholars of religion, ethnohistory, linguistics, anthropology, and Latin American history.
In this study of warfare in ancient Mesoamerica, Ross Hassig offers new insight into three thousand years of Mesoamerican history, from roughly 1500 B.C. to the Spanish conquest. He examines the methods, purposes, and
values of warfare as practiced by the major pre-Columbian societies and shows how warfare affected the rise of the state.
Alternative Pathways to Complexity focuses on the themes of architecture, economics, and power in the evolution of complex societies. Case studies from Mesoamerica, Asia, Africa, and Europe examine the relationship between
political structures and economic configurations of ancient chiefdoms and states through a framework of comparative archaeology. A group of highly distinguished scholars takes up important issues, theories, and methods
stemming from the nascent body of research on comparative archaeology to showcase and apply important theories of households, power, and how the development of complex societies can be extended and refined. Drawing on
the archaeological, ethnohistorical, and ethnographic records, the chapters in this volume contain critical investigations on the role of collective action, economics, and corporate cognitive codes in structuring complex societies.
Alternative Pathways to Complexity is an important addition to theoretical development and empirical research on Mesoamerica, the Old World, and cross-cultural studies. The theoretical implications addressed in the chapters
will have broad appeal for scholars grappling with alternative pathways to complexity in other regions as well as those addressing diverse cross-cultural research. Contributors: Sarah B. Barber, Cynthia L. Bedell, Christopher S.
Beekman, Frances F. Berdan, Tim Earle, Carol R. Ember, Gary M. Feinman, Arthur A. Joyce, Stephen A. Kowalewski, Lisa J. LeCount, Linda M. Nicholas, Peter N. Peregrine, Peter Robertshaw, Barbara L. Stark, T. L.
Thurston, Deborah Winslow, Rita Wright
The Oxford Handbook of Mesoamerican Archaeology provides a current and comprehensive guide to the recent and on-going archaeology of Mesoamerica. Though the emphasis is on prehispanic societies, this Handbook also
includes coverage of important new work by archaeologists on the Colonial and Republican periods. Unique among recent works, the text brings together in a single volume article-length regional syntheses and topical overviews
written by active scholars in the field of Mesoamerican archaeology. The first section of the Handbook provides an overview of recent history and trends of Mesoamerica and articles on national archaeology programs and
practice in Central America and Mexico written by archaeologists from these countries. These are followed regional syntheses organized by time period, beginning with early hunter-gatherer societies and the first farmers of
Mesoamerica and concluding with a discussion of the Spanish Conquest and frontiers and peripheries of Mesoamerica. Topical and comparative articles comprise the remainder of Handbook. They cover important dimensions of
prehispanic societies—from ecology, economy, and environment to social and political relations—and discuss significant methodological contributions, such as geo-chemical source studies, as well as new theories and diverse
theoretical perspectives. The Handbook concludes with a section on the archaeology of the Spanish conquest and the Colonial and Republican periods to connect the prehispanic, proto-historic, and historic periods. This volume
will be a must-read for students and professional archaeologists, as well as other scholars including historians, art historians, geographers, and ethnographers with an interest in Mesoamerica.
The Hispanic American Historical Review
A Historical Geography of the Cuchumatán Highlands, 1500-1839
Multidisciplinary Approaches
Handbook of Latin American Studies
Archaeology of Ancient Mexico and Central America
Time, Place, and Identity

This collection represents a major step forward in understanding the era from the end of Classic Maya civilization to the Spanish conquest.
The Maya World brings together over 60 authors, representing the fields of archaeology, art history, epigraphy, geography, and ethnography, who explore cutting-edge
research on every major facet of the ancient Maya and all sub-regions within the Maya world. The Maya world, which covers Guatemala, Belize, and parts of Mexico,
Honduras, and El Salvador, contains over a hundred ancient sites that are open to tourism, eight of which are UNESCO World Heritage Sites, and many thousands more that
have been dug or await investigation. In addition to captivating the lay public, the ancient Maya have attracted scores of major interdisciplinary research expeditions and
hundreds of smaller projects going back to the 19th century, making them one of the best-known ancient cultures. The Maya World explores their renowned writing system,
towering stone pyramids, exquisitely painted murals, and elaborate funerary tombs as well as their creative agricultural strategies, complex social, economic, and political
relationships, widespread interactions with other societies, and remarkable cultural resilience in the face of historical ruptures. This is an invaluable reference volume for
scholars of the ancient Maya, including archaeologists, historians, and anthropologists.
This book examines Maya sacrifice and related posthumous body manipulation. The editors bring together an international group of contributors from the area studied:
archaeologists as well as anthropologists, forensic anthropologists, art historians and bioarchaeologists. This interdisciplinary approach provides a comprehensive
perspective on these sites as well as the material culture and biological evidence found there
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First Published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The Oxford Handbook of Central American History
Journal of Field Archaeology
Correspondence Analysis and West Mexico Archaeology
The Archaeology of Food and Warfare
Archaeology and Ethnohistory of the Central Quiche
The Lowland Maya Postclassic
The archaeologies of food and warfare have independently developed over the past several decades. This volume aims to provide concrete
linkages between these research topics through the examination of case studies worldwide. Topics considered within the book include: the
impacts of warfare on the daily food quest, warfare and nutritional health, ritual foodways and violence, the provisioning of warriors and
armies, status-based changes in diet during times of war, logistical constraints on military campaigns, and violent competition over
subsistence resources. The diversity of perspectives included in this volume may be a product of new ways of conceptualizing violence—not
simply as an isolated component of a society, nor as an attribute of a particular societal type—but instead as a transformative process that
is lived and irrevocably alters social, economic, and political organization and relationships. This book highlights this transformative
process by presenting a cross-cultural perspective on the connection between war and food through the inclusion of case studies from several
continents.
This international volume draws together key research that examines visual arts of the past and contemporary indigenous societies. Placing
each art style in its temporal and geographic context, the contributors show how depictions represent social mechanisms of identity
construction, and how stylistic differences in product and process serve to reinforce cultural identity. Examples stretch from the
Paleolithic to contemporary world and include rock art, body art, and portable arts. Ethnographic studies of contemporary art production and
use, such as among contemporary Aboriginal groups, are included to help illuminate artistic practices and meanings in the past. The volume
reflects the diversity of approaches used by archaeologists to incorporate visual arts into their analysis of past cultures and should be of
great value to archaeologists, anthropologists, and art historians. Sponsored by the World Archaeological Congress.
Encyclopedia of the Ancient Maya provides an A-to-Z overview of the ancient Maya culture from its inception to the Spanish Conquest.
Exploring Maya society, celebrations, and achievements, as well as new insights into Maya culture and collapse, this is a sophisticated yet
accessible introduction suitable for students and general readers.
Contains papers of the Annual Conference on Historic Site Archeology.
Invading Guatemala
Ceramics from the Long-Glassow Collection
Rituals of Body and Soul
Publication of the Association of College and Research Libraries, a Division of the American Library Association
Historical Dictionary of Mesoamerica
The Florida Anthropologist

This book presents the current state of Maya archaeology by focusing on the history of the field for the last 100 years, present
day research, and forward looking prescription for the direction of the field.
Mesoamerica is one of six major areas of the world where humans independently changed their culture from a nomadic hunter-gatherer
lifestyle into settled communities, cities, and civilization. In addition to China (twice), the Indus Valley, the Fertile Crescent
of southwest Asia, Egypt, and Peru, Mesoamerica was home to exciting and irreversible changes in human culture called the
Neolithic Revolution. The changes included domestication of plants and animals, leading to agriculture, husbandry, and eventually
sedentary village life. These developments set the stage for the growth of cities, social stratification, craft specialization,
warfare, writing, mathematics, and astronomy, or what we call the rise of civilization. These changes forever transformed
humankind. The Historical Dictionary of Mesoamerica covers the history of Mesoamerica through a chronology, an introductory essay,
an extensive bibliography, and over 900 cross-referenced dictionary entries covering the major peoples, places, ideas, and events
related to Mesoamerica. This book is an excellent access point for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about
Mesoamerica."
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From the tombs of the elite to the graves of commoners, mortuary remains offer rich insights into Classic Maya society. In
Mortuary Landscapes of the Classic Maya: Rituals of Body and Soul, the anthropological archaeologist and bioarchaeologist Andrew
K. Scherer explores the broad range of burial practices among the Maya of the Classic period (AD 250–900), integrating information
gleaned from his own fieldwork with insights from the fields of iconography, epigraphy, and ethnography to illuminate this
society’s rich funerary traditions. Scherer’s study of burials along the Usumacinta River at the Mexican-Guatemalan border and in
the Central Petén region of Guatemala—areas that include Piedras Negras, El Kinel, Tecolote, El Zotz, and Yaxha—reveals
commonalities and differences among royal, elite, and commoner mortuary practices. By analyzing skeletons containing dental and
cranial modifications, as well as the adornments of interred bodies, Scherer probes Classic Maya conceptions of body, wellness,
and the afterlife. Scherer also moves beyond the body to look at the spatial orientation of the burials and their integration into
the architecture of Maya communities. Taking a unique interdisciplinary approach, the author examines how Classic Maya deathways
can expand our understanding of this society’s beliefs and traditions, making Mortuary Landscapes of the Classic Maya an important
step forward in Mesoamerican archeology.
"Central America is a region defined primarily by its geographical configuration as a canal-friendly isthmus, and its threecentury history as the Spanish Kingdom of Guatemala. Having gained independence in 1821, the Kingdom broke up into the nations of
Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua and Costa Rica after two turbulent decades as a federated republic. Political
instability and violence, poverty and inequality, ethnic strife, military rule, and a historic economic dependence on the export
of coffee and bananas marked the region's history. Owing both to its isthmian geography and habitual political strife, Central
America became the most frequent target of US government intervention. Intense US political, economic and military action both
preceded and accompanied the revolutionary civil wars of the 1970s and '80s. Devastating in their human costs, they delivered
modest political reforms but world-record levels of criminal violence tied to drug trafficking. With British Honduras'
independence from Great Britain in 1981 as Belize, and the acquisition by Panama of full sovereignty over its territory in 1999,
Central America increasingly defined itself as region of seven countries. The Oxford Handbook of Central American History offers
critical analyses of major themes in the historiography of this seven-nation region of Latin America. Essays written by leading
scholars of Central America engage both the neophyte's search for basic orientation and context, and the experienced scholar's
interest in evaluative critiques of the historical literature. Individual chapters interpret the histories of each of the seven
countries, but most focus on themes that cut across national boundaries, beginning with the history of the region's
extraordinarily diverse natural environment, and continuing with the indigenous peoples, the Spanish conquest and colonial rule,
and the independence process. Other chapters interpret economic history, US relations, the armed forces, the Cold War, religion
and literature, illuminating Central America's regional coherence within Latin America while emphasizing its diversity within and
across national boundaries"-The Maya World
Archaeology and Ethnohistory of Iximché
Latin American Studies Association ... International Congress
Approaches to the historical archaeology of Mexico, Central & South America
Continuities and Changes in Maya Archaeology
Broccoli and Desire
One of the most important Postclassic cities, Utatlán, in highland Guatemala, was excavated more than three decades ago. However, the data amassed by archaeologists have
not been published until now. Details on architecture, pottery, burials, and artifacts, along with a focus on residential archaeology, make Utatlán: The Constituted Community of
the K'iche' Maya of Q'umarkaj a significant contribution to Maya archaeology. Most information available on Utatlán focuses on the ceremonial center and ignores the city of the
commoners. Using the archaeological data, Utatlán attempts to determine the boundaries of the community and to characterize subdivisions within it. Evidence of indigenous
nonelite houses, rich burials, and grave goods unlike those found in contemporary sites reveals information about the supporting residence zone. In addition, Babcock applies the
concept of "constituted community," interpreting the archaeological data from a prehistoric context, and proposes a theoretical framework for interpreting prehistoric sites with
respect to urbanism and political complexity. Utatlán: The Constituted Community of the K'iche' Maya of Q'umarkaj will be of interest to students and scholars of Mesoamerican
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anthropology, archaeology, and ethnohistory.
Includes "Bibliographical section".
The rich findings of recent exploration and research are incorporated in this completely revised and greatly expanded sixth edition of this standard work on the Maya people. New
field discoveries, new technical advances, new successes in the decipherment of Maya writing, and new theoretical perspectives on the Maya past have made this new edition
necessary.
Utatlan
Histories of Maize in Mesoamerica
Food Insecurity in Prehistory
Ideology, Power, and Meaning in Maya Mortuary Contexts
A Collection of Essays on Architecture, Economics, Power, and Cross-Cultural Analysis
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